
 
New Items - May 2019

 
Non-Fiction:

Nanaville : adventures in grandparenting 
by Anna Quindlen  
 
The Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist and best-selling author of Object
Lessons and the memoir, Lots of Candles, Plenty of Cake, presents a
heartwarming ode to grandparenthood that celebrates her transitioning
family roles and her bonds with her grandchildren

The heartland : an American history 
by Kristin L Hoganson  
 
The author of Consumers' Imperium presents a scholarly history of the
concept of the American heartland that challenges popular
misconceptions while connecting regional realities to evolving debates
about identity, community, immigration, global power and food.
Illustrations. Map(s)

D-Day girls : the spies who armed the
resistance, sabotaged the Nazis, and helped
win World War II 
by Sarah Rose Crown  
 
The award-winning author of For All the Tea in China documents the
lesser-known story of the extraordinary women recruited by Britain's
elite spy agency to sabotage the Nazis and help pave the way for Allied
victory during World War II.
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A good American family : the Red Scare and my
father 
by David Maraniss  
 
A timely account of the mid-20th-century Red Scare and its impact on
everyday families describes how the author's WWII veteran father was
spied on by the FBI, accused of communist sympathies, fired from his
job and blacklisted. 75,000 first printing.

The pioneers : the heroic story of the settlers
who brought the American ideal west 
by David G McCullough  
 
The Pulitzer Prize-, National Book Award- and Presidential Medal of
Freedom-winning author of Mornings on Horseback chronicles the
lesser-known settling of the Northwest Territory by dauntless pioneers
whose community ideals shaped a fledgling America. 500,000 first
printing

The shepherd's life : modern dispatches from
an ancient landscape 
by James Rebanks  
 
A shepherd on a family-owned farm in northern England with a popular
Twitter account shares his way of life in words and pictures, bringing to
life the landscapes that inspired Beatrix Potter, William Wordsworth
and Samuel Taylor Coleridge.

The farmer's son : calving season on a family
farm 
by John Connell  
 
A U.S. release of an award-winning memoir from Ireland traces a
calving season on the author's family farm, where after a decade's
absence he found hope and healing in his family, routines, faith and
community. 50,000 first printing.
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From scratch : a memoir of love, Sicily, and
finding home 
by Tembi Locke  
 
An actress and TEDx speaker describes how her professional chef
husband's Sicilian family didn't initially approve of him marrying a black
American woman and the three summers she spent with them after he
succumbed to cancer. 50,000 first printing.

Lake of the Ozarks : my surreal summers in a
vanishing America 
by William Geist  
 
An Emmy Award-winning CBS Sunday Morning correspondent reflects on
his coming of age in the American Heartland resort the Lake of the
Ozarks and traces his evolution as a man and a writer. 50,000 first
printing

Fall and rise : the story of 9/11 
by Mitchell Zuckoff  
 
The New York Times best-selling author of 13 Hours and Lost in Shangri-
La weaves together a variety of accounts to create a complete portrait
of 9/11. 200,000 first printing

America before : the key to Earth's lost
civilization 
by Graham Hancock  
 
Draws on the latest archeological evidence to outline controversial
theories about the possible existence of a technologically and
spiritually advanced Earth civilization that was destroyed in an Ice Age
cataclysm
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Liturgy of the ordinary : sacred practices in
everyday life 
by Tish Harrison Warren  
 
Looks at the ordinary habits of daily life and discusses how they can be
viewed as manifestations of God's presence and become part of a
spiritual practice and worship

Cook Once, Eat All Week : 26 Weeks of Gluten-
free, Affordable Meal Prep to Preserve Your
Time & Sanity 
by Cassy Joy Garcia  
 
Book Annotation

The castle on Sunset : life, death, love, art,
and scandal at Hollywood's Chateau Marmont 
by Shawn Levy  
 
The best-selling author of Rat Pack Confidential presents a deeply
researched history of the iconic Hollywood hotel that explores its
storied role in wild celebrity revelries, scandalous liaisons and creative
breakthroughs
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Furious hours : murder, fraud, and the last trial
of Harper Lee 
by Casey N. Cep  
 
Documents the remarkable story of 1970s Alabama serial killer Willie
Maxwell and the true-crime book on the Deep South's racial politics and
justice system that consumed Harper Lee in the years after To Kill a
Mockingbird. A first book

Moneyland : the inside story of the crooks and
kleptocrats who rule the world 
by Oliver Bullough  
 
An investigative journalist's deep dive into the corrupt workings of the
world's kleptocrats takes him from ruined towns on the edge of Siberia,
to Bond-villain lairs in London and Manhattan. An Economist Book of
the Year

Paleo power bowls : 100 easy, nutrient-dense,
anti-inflammatory meals 
by Julia Mueller  
 
"Eat your way to health with a packed, wholesome, customizable paleo
bowl. Quick, healthful, and comfortingly delicious, the bowl food trend
is the busy person's answer to jump-starting the ultimate paleo
lifestyle! Build your own bowl with unprocessed, anti-inflammatory
whole foods and nourish your body with one hundred gluten-free, dairy-
free, and refined-sugar-free bowl recipes for a hearty breakfast, lunch,
and dinner. A tremendous holistic resource, Paleo Power Bowls, filled
with more than 100 gorgeous photos, is not only an essential guide to
the paleo diet. It also promotes the concept of food as medicine and
personalized nutrition--customizing what foods work for you based on
your personal nutritional needs and gut biome. Mueller shows how to
build a well-balanced bowl tailored to specific diets and restrictions,
whether it is AIP, low-FODMAP, Whole30, vegetarian, or vegan. If you
suffer from autoimmune disease or allergies, the book includes
instructions for a thirty-day elimination diet. Paleo Power Bowls also
features one-pot, slow cooker, and thirty-minute meals--including
sides, condiments, and desserts--that can be assembled any night of
the week. Learn to prepare: Spaghetti Squash with Broccoli & Pumpkin
Seed Pesto Fluffy Poppy Seed Pancakes with Caramelized Figs All-the-
Good-Veggies Detox Salad with Lemon-Parsley Dressing Chicken Tikka
Masala with Cauliflower Rice Quick-and-Easy Turkey Meatballs with
Zoodles Pumpkin Spice Chia Seed Pudding And more!"
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